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Data data be tricky†—as can understanding many relationships.

† "Tricky" might mean nonlinear... or many other things...

blahLinear regressionLinear regression, linear regression (x4)Linear regression, linear regression , KNN (100)(x4)Linear regression, linear regression , KNN (100), KNN (10)(x4)Linear regression, linear regression , KNN (100), KNN (10), random forest(x4)

Note That example was only in one dimension...
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Q What have you learned/noticed in your first project?Next time Start formal building blocks of prediction.

Sources
Sources (articles) of images

Deep learning and radiology
Parking lot detection
New Yorker writing
Gender Shades
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Edward Rubin
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Data data be tricky†—as can understanding many relationships.

† "Tricky" might mean nonlinear... or many other things...
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Note That example was only in one dimension...
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Q What have you learned/noticed in your first project?



Next time Start formal building blocks of prediction.
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